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‘Spotlight’:
Journalism
done right

‘Evil twin’ of global warming

Acid risk for oceans

With a couple of persuasive
local reasons in mind, I went
recently to see “Spotlight,”
the well-made film of how The
Boston Globe uncovered the
Catholic Church’s shielding of
predatory priests.
Because I qualify as a woolly
mammoth in journalistic terms,
I’ll confess the scene I liked
best was when the Globe’s
trucks moved out to deliver the
story in chunks of newsprint.
Mobile? In a hopelessly oldfashioned way.
“Spotlight”
is an old-fashioned movie:
Prompted by
a new editor
who asks
direct and unSCOTT HERHOLD comfortable
questions,
COLUMNIST
the Globe’s
Spotlight team goes out to
document the pervasiveness
of abuse. They coax victims to
talk, they take notes, they get
documents, they cajole insiders
to reveal more than they ever
intended.
Liev Schreiber, who plays
editor Marty Baron, gets the
best lines: At one point, he talks
sympathetically about journalists stumbling around in the
dark much of the time. Anyone
who has ever been a reporter
will say, “Yes!”
Michael Keaton, who plays
the head of the Spotlight team,
is better here than in “Birdman.” His allegiance to his
town and his craft tug him
in different directions. And
Boston itself is a character. In
few cities would the church’s
downfall have such impact.
With newspapers under
siege, we journalists spend a
lot of time, quite legitimately,
talking about how we deliver
the news, how we can grab
more attention from readers
with smartphones and little
patience.
In common with some other
professions, we rarely talk
about why we do what we do.
“Spotlight” reminds us of that
— of what a good newspaper
owes its city in the way of hard
and discomforting truths.

Biologically rich Monterey
Bay vulnerable; scientists
study effect on species
By Bethany Augliere
Correspondent

SANTA CRUZ — Ocean
acidiﬁcation has been called the
“evil twin” of global warming
because the same carbon dioxide emissions that cause climate
change also dissolve into seawater, threatening the world’s
oceans. And the biologically rich
Monterey Bay is more at risk
than most bodies of water.

BETHANY AUGLIERE

Forty-ton humpback whales sift fleeing anchovies from seawater as
they lunge at the surface over Monterey Bay's deep canyon.

See Ocean on Page 6

Helping to stuff the bus with toys
Volunteers
Kailey Dhanota,
9, left, of San
Jose, and her
sister, Rory
Dhanota, 12,
help load a VTA
bus with toys
during the 17th
annual Stuff
the Bus for
Toys for Tots
in downtown
San Jose on
Saturday. The
U.S. Marine
Reserves,
Christmas in
the Park, the
San Jose Police
Reserve Unit
and others
helped as people
brought new
and unwrapped
toys to “stuff the
bus” for the Toys
for Tots annual
charity drive.
PATRICK TEHAN/STAFF

Yearly call for donations
brings nonstop parade of
big-hearted strangers

And that brings me to the
local connections, which are
significant: It’s hard to imagine
“Spotlight” being made in the
same way without the contributions of two people with local
ties.
The first is Michael
Rezendes, a Spotlight team
member who was once a
reporter for the Mercury
News. Mark Ruffalo, who plays
Rezendes, gets him exactly
— the hands in the small jeans
pockets, the persistence in
pursuit, the willingness to tell
off his editors. He is the fire of
the movie.
(After a couple of beers,
Rezendes was known in his
San Jose days to launch into an
extended diatribe of how “Yaz
could not hit in the clutch,” a
denunciation of Red Sox star
Carl Yastrzemski. It’s probably
just as well that the movie did
not include that.)
The second local connection
is “Spotlight” producer Blye
Faust, a 1997 graduate of Santa
Clara University.
A recent edition of Santa
Clara Magazine carries a short
article (http://goo.gl/IBEBFp)
about how Faust and production partner Nicole Rocklin
pitched the idea of a movie to
the journalists at the Globe’s
cafeteria six years ago.

By Patrick May
pmay@mercurynews.com

SAN JOSE — One by one,
from back to front, the toys
slowly ﬁlled the seats of the
bus — an impossibly soft gray

elephant, a brand-new Bigtime
Muscle Car shimmering under
its cellophane wrap, a Baby’s
First Kisses doll with a label
asking one and all to “Squeeze
my tummy!”
And each toy donated in the
17th annual Stuff the Bus for
Toys for Tots in downtown San
Jose on Saturday had its own
secret story — plucked perhaps
from some Walmart shelf by a
big-hearted stranger who still
remembers the magic of open-

ing gifts at Christmas, destined
perhaps for some wide-eyed kid
in need, about to experience
that same magic 13 very long
days from now.
But for the moment, with the
crinkled leaves of December
falling onto Christmas in the
Park in Plaza de Cesar Chavez,
the toys waited patiently in the
back of the VTA bus, frozen in
time like props in some “Toy
Story” movie set about to come
alive.

“It’s heartwarming to see,”
said Gunnery Sgt. Dominique
Laboy, a 37-year-old Marine
marshaling a dozen local reservists and a cluster of San
Jose Boy Scouts to gather donations from a nonstop parade of
vehicles pulling up to the curb.
“These days, with all the bad
news out there, it’s truly heartening to see people giving so
much to those less fortunate.”
See Toys on Page 4

Looming deadline for health insurance

Covered California targets Bay Area’s ‘hot spots’
Efforts intensify to sign
up uninsured residents in
East San Jose, Berryessa
By Barbara Feder Ostrov
Kaiser Health News

As the deadline for January
health care coverage nears, California’s insurance exchange is
intensifying efforts to sign people up in pockets of the state
with exceptionally high numbers of uninsured residents.

See Herhold on Page 9
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The reason is that the California Current, spanning the
west coast of North America,
is acidifying twice as fast as the
rest of the world’s oceans. Globally, the oceans are already 30
percent more acidic than they
were 200 years ago. By the end
of the century, scientists say,
they are expected to be 150 percent more acidic. But experts
say that Monterey Bay might
reach those levels much sooner
— in only 35 years.
“If the oceans die, we die,”
said Jason Scorse, director of
the Center for the Blue Economy of Monterey. “And if the
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Covered California is targeting such “hot spots” as East
San Jose and the city’s Berryessa district, San Francisco’s
Mission district and Oakland’s
Fruitvale neighborhood.
Exchange ofﬁcials have released maps and information
about communities with high
numbers of uninsured people
who likely qualify for subsidized
health insurance based on their
income.
The enrollment period ends
Jan. 31, but people who sign up
by Dec. 15 will get beneﬁts starting Jan. 1.
®

TARGETING THE UNINSURED
Covered California estimates that
750,000 people in the state are
eligible for federal subsidies to
buy private health insurance but
remain uninsured. They include:
34,000 in Santa Clara County
33,000 in Alameda County
20,000 in Contra Costa County

Other “hot spots” around
the state are Santa Ana and Ontario, San Diego’s East County
district, and Eureka and Arcata
in Northern California. Many
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16,000 in San Francisco County
In addition, an estimated 1.4 million
Californians qualify for Medi-Cal
but don’t have it. They include:
64,000 in Santa Clara County
62,000 in Alameda County
39,000 in Contra Costa County
31,000 in San Francisco County
Source: Covered California

of their residents are Latino, a
population that has been challenging for Covered California
See Health on Page 9
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Ocean
Continued from Page 1
oceans die, it’s mostly going to be (because of) ocean
acidiﬁcation.”
Most of the attention at
the international conference on climate change in
Paris — which concluded
Saturday with a historic
deal to cut greenhouse gas
emissions — focused on
global warming. But marine biologists and many
environmentalists say that
they were happy to also
see serious discussion of
the “sleeper” issue of ocean
acidiﬁcation, which threatens entire food webs and
ecosystems.
Scientists and public ofﬁcials say that human life
depends on healthy oceans
— which regulate climate,
provide half of the world’s
oxygen and supply people
with food, jobs and recreational activities. Entire
economies are built around
oceans, which create 2.9
million jobs in the United
States — a half-million of
those in California.
“We are tied to what we
eat and drink — and how we
interact with our environment,” said Charles Boch,
a marine biologist at the
Monterey Bay Aquarium
and Research Institute, or
MBARI.
Monterey Bay is particularly threatened from
ocean acidiﬁcation because
of the natural process of upwelling — which brings the
cold, deep water from arctic currents to the surface.
That cold water is naturally
more acidic than the Pacific’s surface waters.
Upwelling also churns
up nutrients that draw in
ﬁsh, whales and other marine life, feeding Monterey
Bay’s vibrant ecosystem.
So, in a cruel irony, the
same phenomenon that
sustains the bay also makes
it more vulnerable to ocean
acidiﬁcation.
“Animals come from
all over to eat here,” said
Andrew Devogelaere, research director of the Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary. “Turtles swim
from Indonesia to eat our
jellyﬁsh. Birds ﬂy from New
Zealand. Monterey Bay is
special because of the rich
nutrients, rich sea life, the
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diversity of sea life and the
diversity of habitat.”
But
scientists
are
alarmed about the potential damage to marine life
because oceans act like
sponges, absorbing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere when it is released
from burning oil and other
fossil fuels. Upon contact
with water, the carbon gas
interacts with molecules in
the water, forming an acid
that eats away at not only
coral but also the calcium
skeletons of sea animals
with shells, like oysters and
abalone.
And scientists are particularly interested at
studying impacts of increased acidity on juvenile
marine life. It’s especially
hard for the young animals
to grow their shells, which
dissolve in the acidic conditions. Boch has found that
increased acidity lowers
fertilization rates in the red
abalone, a culturally and
commercially
important
species in California.
“I grew up on the coast
of California, and I have
a lot of great memories
of great interactions with
the ocean, ﬁshing, surﬁng
or just even swimming,”
Boch said. “Over time, even
within my lifetime, things
have changed. We can’t get
abalone in Southern California, not commercially
and not recreationally.
That has gone away in our
lifetime. I think that’s really
sad. That’s just one case.”
Juvenile rock ﬁsh cannot
swim as well in more acidic
conditions, said Susan Sogard, with the Southwest
Fisheries Science Center in
Santa Cruz. That was the

conclusion of a study she
worked on with Scott Hamilton, a MBARI scientist.
The condition is nonlethal, Sogard said, but it
may affect the survival of
the species because the
young ﬁsh might have trouble swimming away from
predators or ﬁnding food.
“Whether it’s the plant
kingdom or animal kingdom, the younger you are,
the more vulnerable you are
to the world,” Boch said.
California’s oyster farmers have already been
affected, as the oysters
struggle to make their
shells. The farmers depend
on hatcheries for “seed,” or
baby oysters. And 10 years
ago, they found that the
survival rate of the young
oysters had dropped dramatically, forcing farmers
to increase prices.
“It’s this worrisome
thing that there could be
an endgame for the way we
are operating now — that
we won’t be able to naturally grow oysters in the
bay,” said Martin Seiler,
manager of the Tomales
Bay Oyster Company in
Marin County.
Another
threatened
species is crustose coralline algae, which grows on
the rocks in kelp forests
and provides a surface
for other animals to grow.
“It provides the glue that
holds things together,”
said oceanographer David
Koweek, a Ph.D. student at
Stanford University. These
organisms have a calcium
similar to coral skeletons,
but are even more sensitive
to acidic conditions.
Kristy Kroeker, a marine biologist at UC Santa
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Cruz, hopes to understand
how Monterey Bay will look
in the future with increased
acidiﬁcation. In her previous research, she has seen
profound shifts in sea communities that change from
colorful and diverse, to
empty and unable to support the healthy growth of
ﬂora and fauna.
“The kelp forest ecosystem likely won’t crash entirely,” Kroeker said, “but
there will likely be a loss in
biodiversity.”
The ultimate answer is
to reduce carbon emissions
globally, but Monterey
Bay scientists are already
searching for more immediate solutions, such as
planting more sea-grass
meadows that naturally

grow inshore of kelp forests, Koweek said.
When sea grasses photosynthesize, they take
carbon dioxide out of the
water, similar to trees taking carbon dioxide out of
the air we breathe. And
the scientists at Stanford’s
Hopkins Marine Station
are working on this in the
water right outside their
Monterey ofﬁces.
These
interventions
are helping to buy these
animals time now while the
world works on reducing
emissions in the long term,
he said.
Koweek said animals in
coastal ecosystems have
the ability to adapt, “but a
fear with climate change
and ocean acidiﬁcation is
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that we are changing so
fast that we are exceeding organisms’ ability to
adapt.”
To address the issue,
Reps. Sam Farr, D-Salinas,
and Lois Capps, D-Santa
Barbara, this year introduced the Federal Ocean
Acidiﬁcation Research and
Monitoring Act to expand
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s efforts to study the
impacts. But the bill has
stalled in the GOP-controlled House.
“The warning signs are
coming out of this bay,” he
said. “It’s alarming that the
national politics isn’t listening. If we continue along
this process, we are killing
the oceans.”
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